OASIS MIDDLE SCHOOL
2022-2023 UNIFORM DRESS CODE POLICY
Boys/Girls:
Shirts:
Pants:

Shorts:

Shoes:
Belts:

School color Polo’s* with OMS logo (approved vendors on school website). Our colors are purple,
green, gray, and black.
Navy blue, black or khaki uniform pants, or, blue or black denim jeans. Pants should be worn at natural
waist, no sagging, and have no rips, tears, or holes. Capri length is acceptable. NO YOGA/tight fitting
stretchy bottoms or sweatpants with or without pockets or belt loops is acceptable. NO Lycra or
Spandex.
Navy blue, black or khaki uniform/cargo shorts (denim is not permitted). Pants should be worn at natural
waist, no sagging. Girls only, navy blue, black or khaki uniform skorts. The hem of shorts/skorts MUST
be no shorter than 3” above the knee.
Closed-toed shoes, preferably sneakers. No Crocs, boots or slippers.
Must be worn at the waist.

Jackets/Outerwear: OMS pullover/zip-up sweatshirts ONLY. These can be purchased through the approved vendors
on the website. Students should be wearing their OMS logo collared polo under the OMS sweatshirt.
Physical Education Uniforms: OMS gym shirt/shorts (purchased from the school) or solid gray shirt and solid black
shorts (physical education uniforms ordered with PE teachers here at Oasis directly benefit the physical education
department).
Friday Dress / Spirit Wear: OMS spirit gear may be worn on Friday Spirit Days.
Items Not Considered Part of the Uniform Policy: Students will be permitted to wear nail polish as long as it is not
a distraction. Hair color should be that of a natural hair color. Jewelry should be limited to an appropriate necklaces,
single bracelet, rings or earrings. Hoop earrings should be no larger than the size of a quarter. Large or distracting
jewelry is not allowed. Holes in jeans are not allowed.
*Shirts need to fall right below the waist line. Shirts that are considered too long will need to be tucked in. The
bottom two buttons on the polo should be buttoned. Undershirts should not be visible at the neck, sleeves or
hemline. Failure to comply will result in a dress code violation.
Final authority in dress code rests with Administration.
UNIFORM TOPS – order through approved vendor websites - benefits the school with additional funding to purchase
major items such as Chromebooks! This is a simple fundraiser for the school!

